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Is Pricing an Important 
Strategy for Equity?
• Probably not
• Pricing is an efficiency strategy
• It can be done in ways that don’t exacerbate 

equity
• It may advance equity along some 

dimensions
• It doesn’t directly address the most 

fundamental inequities in the system
• But - it can pair well with policies that do



Two Fairness Objections

• Double-taxation: We already pay to 
use these roads (gas taxes, etc)

• Regressivity – burden on low-income 
drivers, benefit for the affluent



Do We Already Pay to Use 
Roads? 



What About Regressivity?

• Tolls are regressive 
• Regressive doesn’t automatically 
mean “unfair”

•  We can mitigate the unfairness that 
does exist



It is wrong to levy regressive charges 
to access essential goods



Some Regressive Charges for 
Essential Goods

• Transit fares
• Sales taxes for 

transit
• Gasoline
• (And gas taxes)
• Cars
• Water and electric 

meters
• Things at grocery 

stores



The Nature of the Unfairness

• Low-income drivers with few obvious 
alternatives to using busy roads and 
busy times



Should we Give the Money to 
Transit?



The Nature of the Unfairness

• Low-income drivers with few obvious 
alternatives to using busy roads and busy 
times

• Giving money to transit doesn’t solve this 
problem

• Might be a good idea
• Might be progressive
• Not the same as remedying specific harm



We Have Ways to Solve This



Another Look: How do we 
measure equity with free 
roads?
We don’t
We assume they are fair
They aren’t



Free Roads: A Subsidy Mostly 
for the Affluent



Free Roads: A Penalty for the 
Urban Poor



Pollution from Congestion has 
Serious Consequences



A counterfactual

• Suppose all freeways today were 
congestion-priced
– Much less congestion and pollution
– More transit ridership
– Revenue used to help low-income people, and pay for public 

projects

• Someone proposes making the roads 
free

• Would this be fair?



Status Quo Bias

• More congestion
• More pollution
• No revenue to compensate for the 
harm

• Would we support a proposal to 
abolish electric and water meters?
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